Better with a Bridge
The Smart Bridge is the key to delivering the best possible smart lighting experience for our customers.

Ultra-fast, Ultra-Reliable
The Smart Bridge ensures your lights react instantly every time you adjust them from the app or remote - just like flipping a switch.

Works when Wi-Fi is down
When the Wi-Fi goes down, your scenes, schedules, and timers (like Smart Away) won’t miss a beat, and you’ll still be in control using your dimmers, switches, and remotes.

Won’t overwhelm your Wi-Fi
Every device in a Wi-Fi system needs its own connection to your Wi-Fi router. Too many connections can impact your router’s Wi-Fi performance.

The Caséta Smart Bridge solves this problem by creating a single, direct connection for the entire system, so your Wi-Fi can keep flying high, no matter how many devices you add.

(Much) easier to set up
Many smart devices have to be connected to Wi-Fi, which can be a real pain, requiring your username, password, and a good deal of patience for each and every one. And if you move or get a new router, get ready to do it all over again.

It’s different with the Smart Bridge. Pair new devices with the press of a button, no Wi-Fi credentials required. And the Smart Bridge remembers all of your devices, no matter how many times your circumstances change.

Long-lasting wireless accessories
A single battery can power a Caséta remote or motion sensor for up to 10 years, because the Smart Bridge talks on a more efficient frequency than Wi-Fi.